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Some features of the linear response to a iongitudinal electric field for electrons in a metal, and the role 
which is played in this by the electrical-neutrality condition, are analyzed. Unlike in a normal metal, where 
this condition expresses the continuity of the current, in a superconductor, owing to processes of 
"annihilation" and "creation" of electron pairs from the superconducting condensate, the electrical
neutrality condition is an independent equation determining the distribution of the electric potential. The 
equation of continuity of the total (normal and superconducting) current, as in the equilibrium case, is 
contained in the equation for the phase of the complex superconducting order parameter. Kinetic 
equations are constructed for a "dirty" superconductor and a solution of these equations satisfying the 
requirements outlined is found. These equations are employed to study the structure of the resistive 
current state in a superconducting channel; this structure corresponds to microscopic phase separation, 
with alternating superconducting normal regions along the channel. 

An investigation of the Cooper instability of the 
normal current state at temperatures T < T c has 
shown [1] that, owing to its special diamagnetic proper
ties, a narrow superconducting channel responds in dif
ferent ways to electric fields established in the channel 
inductively and by means of an "external" EMF source. 
Whereas in the former case a transition to the super
conducting state is impossible [2, 3J, in the latter case, 
for sufficiently small fields E < Ec2 and currents j < jc2' 
superconducting centers develop in the channel and the 
superconductor goes over into a special dissipative state 
with nonzero superconducting order. This state is con
served down to a critical current jc < jc2, determined 
by the number of superconducting electrons, after which 
the resistance vanishes. 

The object of this paper is to analyze the microscopic 
structure of the resistive current states on the basis of 
the kinetic theory of superconductivity [4]. There are a 
number of publications (cf., e.g., [5]) devoted to this 
question1), the authors of which start from the so-called 
nonlinear time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau equations 
(cf. [8J ). As was pointed o~t In [9], except in certain 
special cases such equations are, generally speaking, 
not possible when nonequilibrium corrections to the 
electron distribution function are taken into account. 
More important in the present case is the fact that in 
these papers the specific features of the linear response 
to a longitudinal field for electrons in a metal are not 
taken into account, and the important role which is played 
in this by the electrical-neutrality condition is com
pletely ignored. 

In a normal metal this situation is described by the 
Boltzmann transport equation 

:~ +vv/-vV!ll :~ =I(f);a~(j>-j), (1) 

where f(t, r, E, n) is the electron distribution function, 
E is the electron energy measured from the Fermi sur
face, and n is the unit vector in the direction of motion 
of the electron: v = vFn, where vF = PF/m is the veloc
ity at the Fermi surface; eE = -ve); I(f) is the collision 
integral for collisions with impurities (for simplicity, 
in the r-approximation); (0 = (41Tf1JdOf(n); 1/7 is the 
collision frequency. 

For small gradients and frequencies (lv ~ 1, TO/at 
« 1, 1 = VFT), it follows from Eq. (1) that 
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(2) 

where the isotropic function f(O) satisfies the equation 

0/(0) a '(0) iJ 1(0, 02/,') ) 

--=D (v2/(')-V'!ll-'--2V !llV __ +(V!ll)' __ , 
at . aB iJB Oe' 

(3) 

where D = % vFl = %TVF is the diffusion coefficient. 

In the linear-response approximation the steady-state 
solution of Eq. (3) has the form 

j (')""/ _ ajF DV' !ll j =_1_ (4) 
F iJe a/ at-DV' P e'!T +1 . 

With the aid of formulas (2) and (4) it is not difficult 
to write down expressions for the current and the change 
in electron density: 

DV' 
tJN=vp J dB(tJj)""Vp a/at-DV' ell, 

(5 ) 

where IIF = mPF /1T2 is the density of states at the Fermi 
surface (Ii = c = 1). 

The quantities oN and j (5) identically satisfy the con
servation equation for the number of particles: 

o 
eat"tJN+Vj=O. 

As can be seen from the formulas (5), the usual care 
must be observed in passing to the stationary case. 
Indeed, if we formally put ae)/at = 0, we obtain from (5): 
j = 0, oN = -liFe). The correct solution describing the 
stationary normal current, 

is obtained if we take into account that in a metal, owing 
to the high electron density, the distribution of the poten
tial is determined by the electrical-neutrality condition: 
oN = 0. From this it follows that (cf. (5)) v"e) = 0, i.e., 
V . j = 0. Thus, in this case the electrical-neutrality 
condition simply expresses the continuity of the current, 
and this is in agreement with the general conservation 
equation for the number of particles. 

In superconductors the conservation of the number of 
electrons is intimately bound up with the processes of 
"annihilation" and "creation" of electron pairs from the 
superconducting condensate, which is formally a self-
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consistent "source" of electrons. As will be shown be
low, this leads to the result that the electrical-neutrality 
condition becomes a nontrivial equation determining the 
distribution of the potential (and of small electric 
charges2) ~- (41Ter1'\72q;) in the resistive current state. 
As regards the equation of continuity of the total (normal 
and superconducting) current '\7 . j = 0, it is contained, as 
in the equilibrium case [7 J, in the equation for the phase 
of the complex superconducting order parameter. 

The study of the resistive states is of most practical 
interest in the case of "dirty" superconducting films: 
TT c « 1. Therefore, the immediate problem is the 
derivation of kinetic equations for this case, generalizing 
Eq. (3), from the general quantum equations for the elec
tron density matrix of the superconductor [4J. 

1. KINETIC EQUATIONS FOR "DIRTY" SUPER
CONDUCTING ALLOYS 

In the notation of [4J, the equation for the density 
matrix y has the form 

iil1/iJt=[eHJ, 1]+W"(,,(). (6) 

In Eq. (6) the potential for scattering of electrons by 
impurities (nonmagnetic) has been separated out: 

('= L [I" U,(r" r,) =a,u(r,-I,)Il(r.-r.), (7) 

where u(r -rj) is the potential created by an impurity 
situated at the point rj" In Eq. (6) the last term iL(2)(y), 
which describes the energy relaxation of the electrons, 
corresponds to the lowest frequencies 1IT2 ~ 108 sec-1 
«Tc ~ 1012 sec-\ and needs to be taken into account 
only in the final stage of the relaxation of the system to 
a state of equilibrium. 

For the description of the relaxation of the electrons 
at impurities in "clean" superconductors (fic » 1), we 
can obtain from Eq. (6) (cf. [4J) the usual Boltzmann 
equation for the distribution function of the quasiparticles 
corresponding to Cooper pairing. For an arbitrary re
lationship between the mean free path 1 = vFT and the 
range of correlation of the superconducting electrons 
~ 0 ~ v FIT c' we must start from the general solution of 
Eq. (6) ·(for L(2) = 0): 

1>0 "(t)=G<+'(t, O)y(O)GH(O, I), (8) 

where G(+) and G(-) are the retarded and advanced elec
tron propagators: 

[iiJ/ot,-(e (t,) +ir)]G (t" I,) =6(I,-f,). 

It is necessary to average the density matrix (8) over 
the random positions of the impurities (7). Using for 
this, e.g., the well-known diagram technique Of[10,l1J, 
we obtain 

"f(r"r,: t)= (;; )' S dOexp[ip p n(r,-r.)]I1(n,p; s"s.; t,t), (9) 

where s is the path covered by the electron in the direc
tion of motion n, p is the "impact parameter", and the 
matrix ll(n, p, sll S2; tll t 2) satisfies the equation 

II (n, p; s" s,) - S ds G'+I (n, p; s" s) ·nv/ S dO' I/(n, n') I' 

x a,ll(n', p'; s', s')a,G'-1 (n, p; s, s,) = (G'+I:Y (0) G(-J) (n, p; s" s,), (10) 

r=ns+p=n's'+p', np=n'p'=O. 

Here contractions over the time are implied in the ma
trix multiplication, n is the impurity density, and fen, n') 
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is the amplitude for scattering of an electron by an im
purity; .y(0; tll t 2) = y(0)c5(t1)c5(t2)' 

The averaged propagator satisfies the nonlinear equa
tion (cf. [l1J) 

(~">-~(n, p)-M(n, p»G(n, p)=1, 
_ {J 

00'" (f" f.) =i -a Il (t.-t2 ) , M (n, p; s" s.) =M (n, p, s,,1l (s.-s,) , 
t. 

M(n, p,s)=nv.' S dO' I/(n, n') l'a,G(n', p'; s', s')a, 

(r=ns+p=n' s' +p') , 

(11) 

where the operator fen, p) is defined by the following 
formulas (cf. [4J): 

8(n, p; s" s.)=[a,(-ivpoli1s.+4lI(s" p» 
+vP.(s" p) +0%'" (8" p) ]Il(s,-s.) , (12) 

411 = 1/2ox/i1t+eCf!+eF, p.='/, Vx-eA, v=vpn. 

Here, q;, p = mvs and 6 are gauge-invariant quantities: 
q; is the "e~ectrochemical" potential, Vs is the velocity 
of the superconducting condensate, and 6 is the modulus 
of the order parameter; X is the phase of the complex 
order parameter, and cp and A are the electromagnetic 
potentials. 

As can be verified, the asymptotic "rest point" for 
the matrix y, as determined by Eqs. (9)-(12), has the 
form 

S dw 
,,('0'= 2niCf!(w) (GH(W)-G'+J(w», (13) 

where G(±)(w) are the Fourier transforms of the func
tions G(±)(t1 - t2), and cp(w) is an arbitrary function of the 
frequency (depending on the initial condition yeO)). The 
matrix y(O) (13) is obviously the impurity-averaged "rest 
point" y(O) = jdwcp(w)c5(w - E - U) of the starting equa-

tion (6): [E + U, y(O)] = 0, and cp(w) is thus the energy 
distribution function that is established after a time 
t » (liT c' T) has elapsed. On including the energy re
laxation (the last term iL(2)(y) in Eq. (6)), we can find 
the equilibrium distribution function [4j: 

Cf!,oJ=J/d1+th(w/2T)]. (14) 

In a "dirty" superconductor (fic « 1), the metal be
haves as a normal metal at frequencies w ~ lIT and at 
distances r ~ 1. Therefore, it is the" low" frequencies 
w ~ T c « lIT and" large" distances r ~ ~ 0 »1 that are 
of interest. With these scales the relaxation at the im
purities is complete and the deviations from equilibrium 
in the density matrix y and the matrix II (9) are local
ized, as can be seen from formula (13), in a narrow 
range of frequencies ~Tc' The corresponding asymp
totic expansions in the parameter TTc « 13 ) in Eqs. (10) 
and (11) resemble the well-known [12,13J expansions in 
the thermodynamic theory of "dirty" superconducting 
alloys. When written in the technique of temperature 
Green functions, the final results are partially equivalent 
to the equations of Larkin and Ovchinnikov[14J for the 
Green functions of coincident arguments. 

To elucidate the characteristic features of these ex
pansions, we shall consider the spatially-uniform case 
when the Fourier representation 

d~ 's 
G(n,p; 8"S,)= S-2-exp [_£_(s.-s,)] G(n, s). 

JlVp VF 
(15) 

is valid. 

Assuming for simplicity that the scattering by the im
purities is isotropic (f(n, n') = const = f o), we obtain from 
Eqs. (11) and (12) (for q; = 0) 
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[C:;-vp.-(a.~+M)lG(n,~)=1, M= S 2~6,;a.<G(n,;»a" 
(16) 

where lIT = 41Tnv:?~, V = v:rn, and the quantity w(O) is 
defined in (11). 

In the lowest approximation Eqs. (16) are written in 
the form 

f ds 
-(a,s+Mo)Go(s) =1, a,Moa,= Tn; Go (S) , 

whence it follows that 
G (') = a,6+i•uI2,; i. A 

o " 6'+(1/2,;)" Mo= - 2,; a,ua, (17) 

(i~ = ± i, s = ± 1), where the matrix u satisfies the condi
tion 

ua,u=a, (S dtll(t"t)a,u(t,t,)=a,6(tl-t,»). (18) 

A further equation determining this matrix follows 
from consideration of higher approximations in Eqs. (16): 

M,=O, G,(n, s) =Go(s) vp,llo (;), 
G,=Go(M,-~)Go+GovP.GovP.Go. 

Substituting these expressions into Eq. (16) for the mass 
operator M and integrating over ~ taking formulas (17) 
and (18) into account, we obtain 

a,M,az -\- uM.u = ;-,;;,~ - a,Wer, - '/2 i,D (up,' -\- p,';' 
(19) 

We multiply Eq. (19) by uUz on the left and by uzu on the 
right. Subtracting the result from (19) and taking the re
lation (18) into account, we obtain the condition for solu
bility of Eq. (19): 

(20) 

Equations (18) and (20), together with the boundary con
ditions u±(t1> t 2) cc 8(± (t1 - t 2», where 8(x) is the Heaviside 
function, uniquely determine the matrix U, and, thereby, 
the propagators Go (17), G1, G2, etc. 

The expansion of the matrices y (9) and II (10) 
proceeds in parallel with the expansion in Eqs. (16). 
Here it is sufficient to consider the homogeneous equa
tion (10), since the effect of the initial conditions y(O) is 
"washed out" in the time-scale considered (low fre
quencies are important in the resolvent): 

n (n ,s) =,-IG'+' (n, s) a,Ha,CH (n, 6), 

R- S~ (G'+'a Ra G'-')=O 2n't z Z , 

In the zeroth approximation it follows from these 
equations (21) and formulas (17) and (18) that 

(21) 

(22) 

Taking into account the algebraic properties (18) of the 
matrix Ii, it is not difficult to find the general solution of 
the latter equation (22) for Ro: 

RO=I/.cit+<p+<iiu_) , [a" <iil=O, (23) 

where ~ (rp (t1' t 2) + Uz qJz (t1' t 2) in the coordinate repre
sentation) is an arbitrary two-component function of the 
variables t1 and t 2, normalized in such a way that at the 
"rest point" the Fourier transform rp (w) of the function 
rp(t1-t2) (rpz = 0) goes over into the frequency distribu
tion function in formula (13). 

An equation for the function cP, like Eq. (20) for the 
matrix U, is obtained from the condition for solubility of 
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Eq. (21) for R in the second approximation (in the first 
approximation, R1 = 0). Omitting the detailed calcula
tions, we shall present immediately the equation for cP 
and the corresponding generalization of Eqs. (20) for the 
spatially-nonuniform case, From formulas (15), (17) and 
(22) it is not difficult to discern the presence, in the dis
tribution functions and matrices y and II, of the Dingle 
factor exp(-Is - s21/21) in the coordinate representation. 
Hence it follows that to study the slow variation of the 
functions G, y and II at distances r »1 in the spatially
nonuniform case. it is necessary in the initial equations 
(10) and (11) to go over to the mixed Wigner representa
tion 

) S d; (is ) ( s,+s, ) G(n,p;s"s, = -·2-exp -(s,-s,) G n,s;p,--
nv,. VF 2 

(24) 

and, besides expanding in the small "frequencies" w, to 
expand vps in powers of the spatial gradients corre
sponding to the variable (Sl + s2)/2. The final system of 
equations has the following form: 

1 (u+<p+qJ'L-) (r; t, t) 25) 
10 (s, r, t) = 2,; 6'+ (112,)'; ( 

ua,u=a,; (26) 
a,wu-~~a,=i.D{~[ '/20, V'ua,+p,up, 

+i(p. Vua,-a, Vup.) ]0,-0,[ .. . ]~+i(uVp.u- Vp.)}, (27) 
A A A iJ 27 ) w=w,o'-a,<li-axd, w'O) (t" t2 ) =i-;;- 6(t,-t,), (,=±i; ( a 

"t, 

u+ {[ro, ~l- iD ['/, (azl~+\~ -\- (;';'_0,) -\- (cr51;~e -\- ~\;'_cr,) + i (p,u+ ~ 
-- el~_p")IJ(J, e-a,{ .. . jl'_ ~O, 

[a" ~l=O, e=cr,\q,+i[p" ~l. 

(28) 
(28a) 

It is necessary to supplement these equations with 
formulas for the macroscopic responses of the system, 
i.e., of the order parameter t:.., the current j and the 
change 6N in the electron density. Using the correspond
ing expressions for these quantities in terms of the den
sity matrix y [4J and performing simple calculations with 
the aid of formulas (9), (24) and (25), we obtain 

Iglvp 1 A A AA (29) :1 (t) = -2-n . -ZTr crx(u,<p+qm-) (t, t); 

1 A _ _ __ - _ _ -

j (I) =e\,Dn . -Z Td ,,+cr, \·Il+'r+'[\ 11-0,"_ +i(ll+p,u+-P.)<P 

-i.p(u_p';l_-P.) + (e+u+eu_) 1 (t, t), (30) 

e=o,\ ,[+;[P., q:~]; 

1 - - -- (31) 6N(t) =-Y,:t . :2 Tr cr, (u+<p+qcu_) (t, t) -v,<D. 

Here, to calculate the current (30) it is necessary to find 
the first anisotropic correction to the matrix yo (25). 

In the integro-differential equation for the function 
cP (h, t2), which is what Eq, (28) is, it is not difficult to 
discern the presence of the differential operator a/at1 
+ a/at2; thus, for this function, unlike the reduced 
"propagation functions" u,(t1> t 2), the Cauchy problem 
should be formulated (i.e., initial conditions, e.g., on the 
line to = (t1 + t 2)/2, should be specified). In the mixed 
representation 

A J dw - ( t,+tz ) <p(t"t,)= z;-cxp[-iw(t1--tzl]<p w'-2-

the function cP(w, t) clearly plays the role of the non
equilibrium distribution function of the excitations. 

(32) 

Despite the outwardly cumbersome form of Eqs. 
(26)-(28), their structure is transparent. We note that, 
as in Eq. (6), they conserve the general property of in
variance under gauge transformations on introduction of 
a phase X into the order parameter t:... One can convince 
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oneself of this by direct calculations, e.g., by eliminating 
the potential <I> in Eqs. (26)-(28) and introducing it into 
the phase of the parameter ~: 

OX'l\-+£=ei(Jlaax~e-i(J.a, Bex/8t=(J), 
ua up, 

p. -+ a=p.-Va, Tt= eE =Tt- VIII, (33) 

" A " " 

n-+eiOr!'J.lle-';rJra, q:>-+eia:acpe-iaza, 

In the normal state, in this case, E. = 0 and ii = 1, and 
Eq. (28) (in the representation (32)) goes over essentially 
into Eq. (3)4) describing the diffusion of normal excita
tions in coordinate space and energy space in the pres
ence of an electric field (after relaxation at the impuri
ties). In the superconducting state Eqs. (26)-(28) are a 
system of kinetic equations for the unified description of 
the dynamics of the excitations and of the superconduct
ing condensate. 

Closely related to the above-mentioned gauge-invar
iance property is the fact that the conservation of the 
number of particles is an exact consequence of Eqs. 
(26)-(31): 

a 
eat BN+ V j=-"eYF~ Tr au (u+q,+q,u_) (t, t). (34) 

According to this formula (34), in the general nonequili
brium case the continuity equation is contained in the 
equation for the phase of the complex order parameter 
(cf. [4J). 

2. SOLUTION OF THE KINETIC EOUATIONS 

Having it in mind in this paper to treat principally the 
theoretical aspects of the problem of the resistive cur
rent states, we shall make a number of simplifying as
sumptions and shall assume, first of all, that it is possi
ble to separate the problem of the heat transfer from the 
dynamics of the condensate and of the excitations. In 
practice, this means that the temperature should be 
close enough to the critical temperature for the Joule 
heating to be small and for the energy distribution of the 
excitations to be an equilibrium distribution in the first 
approximation. According to [1 J, the critical field Ec2 
near Tc is given in order of magnitude by eEc2/Tc 
~1)2(Tc/D)1/2, wherel) = «Tc - T)/Tc )1/2. Substituting 
this estimate into Eq. (3) and taking into account the 
characteristic orders of the energy-relaxation frequen
cies 1/72 ~ 108 sec -\ we find that if 1) < 10-1 the term 
quadratic in the electric field in this equation can be 
neglected. In these conditions the solution of Eq. (28) can 
be sought in the form cp = cp(O) + cp', where (P' is a small 
nonequilibrium correction to the distribution function 
cp (0) (14). 

With the aim of further simplifications, in this paper 
we shall consider stationary current states. In the first 
approximation this assumption .corresponds to the ex
perimental situation that obtains in the measurement of 
static volt-ampere characteristics. Thus, in Eqs. 
(26)-(28) we can assume that all quantities are uniform 
in time, and it is necessary only to take into account the 
above-mentioned features of the passage to the static 
limit in the electrical-neutrality equation ON = O. For 
this it is sufficient to assume that the potential 4> varies 
infinitely slowly in time, and to retain the time-differen
tiation in the equation for the nonequilibrium contribution 
cp' to the distribution function (cf. formula (4)). 

We first note that the phase transformations (33), as 
can be seen from formula (32), displace the energy dis
tribution function by an amount <7z <l>. Since the potential 
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4> describes a nonequilibrium situation with an electric 
field weakly perturbing the equilibrium state, the un
perturbed distribution function has the form (14) only in 
the representation (33). In the representation in which 
Eqs. (26)- (28) are written, the unperturbed distribution 
is displaced by <7z4>, and therefore it is necessary to 
substitute into these equations a distribution function of 
the form 

<p(oo, f)=<jl(O)(oo-a,llI(f»+~'(oo, f). (35) 

First we shall calculate the contributions of the un
perturbed distribution function to Eq. (29) for ~ and to 
the reality condition for the parameter ~ (cf. (34)). The 
corresponding frequency integrals 

(36) 

S doo 1 - ~ 2""". "2 Tr a.[u+ (00) <jl(O) (ffi-a,llI) +<jl(O) (oo-a,llI)u_(oo) 1 (37) 

are calculated using the expansion of tanh(w/2T) in par
tial fractions: 

.!.. ('1 + th~) =T ~ exp(-ioo.O) 
2 2T ~ ffi-ioo n ' (38) 
oo n =:rtT(2n+l), n=O, ±1, ±2, ... 

and taking the analytic properties of the functions ~(w) 
into account. 

In the stationary case, Eqs. (26) and (27) are algebraic 
equations for the quantities u±(w) and their gradients 
(w(O) - w). Since the quantities ~, ps and the gradients 
are small near T c (the potential 4> drops out of these 
equations), we obtain, expanding (26) and (27) in reCipro
cal powers of the frequency w ~ Tc ' 

~=u+cr%v+cr.w, u'-v'-w'=l, U""1+1/2(~/oo)', 
(39) 

~ 1 (~) 3 i.D i.D 
V""-;;;-+T -;;;- +2oo,(V'-4p.')~, w""---;;;-;-(~Vp.+2p.V~). 

Substituting (38) and (39) into (36) and (37), we find 
that in the first nonvanishing approximation the integrals 
(36) and (37) are respectively equal to 

,,1' 1: [-~-- (~'+2<P')~ +_1_ D (V'_4p ')~] (40) 
Ioonl 2loonl' 2ffin ' " 

11 
4"T[~IlI-D(~ Vp.+2p, V~) J. (41) 

The contribution of the unperturbed distribution func
tion to the current (30) is calculated analogously. In this 
case, "nonanalytic" terms ~ U,I1_ appear in the last term, 
proportional to the electric field, in formula (30). Con
fining ourselves in this term to the first nonvanishing 
approximation in the parameter 1) = «Tc - T)/Tc )1i2, we 
obtain the expression 

evFD C;, ~'P,-VIlI). (42) 

As regards the contribution of the unperturbed dis
tribution function to the electron-density change (31), it 
is proportional to IIF(~/T C)24> and is small compared 
with the contribution of the nonequilibrium correction cp' 
to the distribution function (cf. formulas (4) and (5)). 

The matrix equation (28) for the distribution function 
cp formally contains (in correspondence with the expan
sion in the Pauli matrices 1, ax, f1y, f1z) four equations 
for the two-component function cp = cp + f1z CfJz. However, 
since Eq. (28) is invariant under the operation of multi
plication by ii+f1z on the left and f1Z U- on the right, the 
corresponding system turns out to be degenerate and we 
can confine ourselves to just two equationsfrom this 
system. A special role is played by the "prOjections" of 
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Eq. (28) on the matrices i and uz• A straightforward 
analysis shows that the "projection" of Eq. (28) (in the 
form in which it is written) on the matrix U z is effec
tively the detailed-balance equation for the energy, while 
the "projection" on the unit matrix contains the detailed
balance equation for the energy, while the "projection" 
on the unit matrix contains the detailed-balance of the 
particle number. In view of the basic assumption that the 
heat transfer is "ideal," we can neglect the first equa
tion and the corresponding corrections to the function 
C(J (0) and consider only the second equationS). Bearing 
these remarks in mind and substituting the expansion 
(35) into Eq. (28) with (P' = uzC(Jz, we obtain 

. acp. v+-v_ 
(u+ +u-)F- 211 ~ (p.-DV «!+u+u_ +v+v_ +w+w_) Vcp.) 

dcp(O' [.. v+ -v_ ] =-a;;; 2t1--i -11>+DV «(1+u+u-+v+v-+w+w_) V 11» • 

(43) 

We shall carry out the subsequent calculations for 
the simplest case of current values of the order of the 
critical current jc' Unlike the current jc2' which is of 
the order of 1)2 = (Tc -T)/Tc [1 J, the critical current 
jc ~ 1)3. From formulas (29), (40) and (42) it can be seen 
that in this case A, ps ~ 71. We make the assumption, 
justified below, that, as in the vicinity of jc2[1J, 4> ~1). 
Then, according to formula (42), the gradients should be 
of order 71 2, in contrast to the situation near j 2' where 
the characteristic distances have the" naturaF, order 
HT) ~,;~ 0/771. 

The estimates presented make it possible to establish 
that the nonequilibrium correction C(Jz to the distribution 
function makes a small contribution to Eq. (29) for A, 
and in the latter it is sufficient to confine ourselves to 
the expression (40) for the integral (36), thus omitting 
the small gradients. Hence, carrying out well-known 
transformations [llJ, we obtain 

[2.~(3) Ll'+211>: + .!!:...c..Dp.' _ T,-T ] Ll=O. (44) 
8 (nT,) 2T,. T, 

As can be seen from Eq. (43), for V 2 4> ;, 0 the charac
teristic frequencies in the function C(Jz (w) are of the order 
of Tc' Therefore, in the principal approximation the 
contribution of this correction to the expression (30) for 
the current reduces to the single term eVFDJ dwvC(Jz. 
Combining this term with the expression (42), we have 

j=ev,D (~~'P.-VI1>+ J dOl V(P') (45) 
2T, 

and, analogously, for the electron-density change (31) 

6N=-VF S d(!l cp.. (46) 

In this same approximation it is sufficient to confine 
ourselves to the follOWing terms in Eq. (43): 

( a v+-v_ ) acp") ( v+ -v_ ,) 
--I1-.---DV' cp.=---. - t1-.-+DV 11>. (47) at ~ rjet) Z 

Combining the expression (41) with the contribution of 
the nonequilibrium correction C(Jz to the reality condition 
for the parameter A (cf. (34) and (37)), we obtain 

n S v+-v_ -[t1<D-D(tI vp,+2p. V tll]+ du,-.-cp,=o. 
2T, I 

(48) 

If we now require the electrical-neutrality condition liN 
= 0 (46) to be fulfilled, it follows from (45) that 

j=evFD (2;, l1'p.-V<D ). (49) 

On the other hand, integrating over the frequency in Eq. 
(47) gives, when the electrical-neutrality condition is 
taken into account, 
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By substituting this expression. into the reality condition 
(48) for the parameter A it is not difficult to see that 
this condition expresses, in fact, the continuity of the 
total current (49): V· j = O. 

Thus, in the case under consideration the required 
macroscopic equations are the simple local relations 
(44) and (49). The situation with the electrical-neutrality 
condition liN = 0 (46) is more complicated. Substituting 
into this the formal steady-state solution of Eq. (47) and 
calculating the difference v+ - v- at high frequencies by 
means of the formulas (39), we obtain 

J acp(" ( , 4Dp.'Ll' a )-'( ., 4DP"tI') 
d(!la;; DV --(!l-'--iit DV---(!l-'- \1>=0, 

(50) 
a\1>/at .... o. 

The latter equation confirms the assumption made 
above about the order of magnitude of the gradients: 
V ~ 1)2. Unfortunately, for A ;, 0 Eq. (50) is so compli
cated that it is necessary to approximate it qualitatively 
by some simpler equation. The Simplest such approxi
mation is the equation 

V'\1>-a'\1>=O, (51) 

where a is a certain constant, being a functional of the 
quantities ps and A having the order of magnitude 
a ~ PsA/Tc' 

3. STRUCTURE OF THE RESISTIVE STATE AND THE 
VOLT-AMPERE CHARACTERISTICS 

Equating the current (49) to the specified external 
current, we write Eqs. (44), (49) and (51) in the one
dimensional case in dimensionless variables: 

. eI'Ftlo'VnD(T,.-T) 
' .... -r-,- 2 ' 

where 

We have (A ;, 0) 

11'+p,'+(D'=I, j=t1'p.-dl1>/dx, 

d'\1>/dx'_J..21IJ=0 (J..-I). 

(52) 

(53) 

(54) 

We emphasize that the two equations (53), unlike the 
approximating equation (54), are asymptotically exact. 
Important consequences stem from them. The first of 
these equations, together with the formula js = A ~s for 
the superconducting current, determines a family of 
"pair-breaking" curves, depending on the local value of 
the potential 4> (Fig. 1). The maximum value of the 
superconducting current equals jc = 2/3v'3. From the 
second equation (53) it can now be seen that for j > jc 
the potential 4> should increase without limit along the 
channel, and this leads to the "suppression" of the order 
parameter A in accordance with the first equation (53). 
Thus, to describe a resistive current state with nonzero 
(on the average) superconducting order along the channel, 
it is necessary to seek singular solutions of Eqs. (53) 
and (54), containing discontinuities of the potential 4> at 
the points at which A = 0 [1J (but with conservation of the 
continuity of the electric field). These discontinuities 
result from discontinuities in the phase of the complex 
order parameter and are related to the vortex singulari
ties in the theory of the mixed state of type-n super-
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conductors [15J 6). As a whole, the structure of the resis
tive state is a microscopic phase separation with super
conducting and normal regions alternating along the 
channel [1, 16J (see Fig, 2, in which the behavior of the 
quantities ~ and t::. is qualitatively illustrated). It should 
be noted that, unlike the layered structure itself, the 
discontinuities of ~ are a purely mathematical construc
tion and, like the analogous vortex singularities, should 
not be observed experimentally. 

The integration of Eqs. (53) and (54) is elementary to 
perform. The corresponding results, of course, have 
only a qualitative character. It is sufficient to consider 
one period of the structure, and, taking the symmetry 
into account, to consider the interval from the point 
A = 0 to the pOint Am within the period (see Fig. 2). It 
follows from Eqs. (53) and (54) that 

E~-diIJ/dx, E'~E/+1>.2iIJ2, i~.1m21' 1-1\",'+Eo. (55) 

On the other hand, denoting the maximum value of the 
potential at the point A = 0 by ~m' we obtain from (53) 
and (55) 

(56) 

Using (55) and (56) we determine the period 2d of the 
structure: 

"'m 1 +' iIJ 
d~ S diIJ(j'-1>.'iIJm'+1>.2iIJ2)-';'~-ln~. (57) 

o 21>. r-1>.iIJ m 

From this a formula is obtained for the potential drop 
per unit length of the channel: 

V ~ iIJm ~ 2AiIJ m /In iHiIJm . (58) 
d ]-),iIJm 

The value of the parameter Am (55) could be chosen 
from considerations of minimum entropy production, 
putting Am =../273. Then, according to (55) and (56), we 
have 

(59) 

However, since the functional .\(A, Ps) remains unknown, 
it is Simpler to make immediate use of the fact that, ac
cording to the first equation (53), the quantity ~m is 
bounded (~m < 1) and, thus, the product .\~m obeys Eq. 
(59) in only a limited range of values of the current j, 
and varies insignificantly in this range. Replacing .\~m 
by a certain effective constant .\~m = j~, we obtain from 
(58) the approximate volt-ampere characteristics (in the 
usual units): 

i~i/ cth (R"j//V), (60) 

where Rn is the normal resistance of the channel. We 
note that with this apprOXimation the period (57) of the 
structure decreases at high currents like d ~ l/j, In 
order of m~nitude the period equals (~ol)l/"C/(Tc -T) 
(10-2(1 /~ 0)1 2 cm for (Tc - T)/Tc ~ 10-2), and for j - j~ 
we shall have d - 00. 

Figure 3 presents a comparison of experimental volt-
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ampere characteristics with formula (60). The greatest 
discrepancy occurs in the immediate vicinity of the cur
rent j~, where a smooth variation of the differential re
sistance dV /dj is observed instead of the theoretical 
horizontal slope. It is precisely in this region that gen
eration of electromagnetic oscillations in films is ob
served experimentally [17J • The origin of the oscillations 
can be discerned in the instability at sufficiently low 
currents of the solutions considered here. In fact, as 
can be seen from Eqs. (53), at currents close to jc. to 
construct a solution t::.(x) that decreases in the region of 
the point A = Am on increase of the electric field, one 
uses unstable (decreasing) portions on the "pair-break
ing" curves (Fig. 1), Because of this an oscillatory 
regime should develop, so that formula (60) remains 
qualitatively valid only in the average and at larger 
values of the current. The corresponding dynamical 
problem is rather complicated and its treatment goes 
outside the scope of the present paper. We merely note 
that, if we estimate the characteristic frequencies corre
sponding to the period of the structure, a/at ~ m 2 
~ Tc((Tc - T)/Tc)2, we obtain reasonable, experimen
tally-observed [17J orders of magnitude (108 sec-1 for 
(Tc - T)/T c ~ 10-2). 

The author is grateful to V. M. Dmitriev and G. E. 
Churilov for providing and processing the experimental 
data on the volt-ampere characteristics. 

I)In [6] the resistive current states are described by the complex solutions 
of the equilibrium Ginzburg-Landau equation ['] for the absolute 
value (!) of the superconducting order parameter. 

2)This distribution is analogous to the distribution of charges near a chem
ical source of current, where it is determined by the chemical affinity 
of the electrons. In the present case the role of this "affinity" is played 
by the energy of condensation of the electron pairs. We note that this 
situation differs fundamentally from the Josephson case, in which ac
cumulation of electric charges occurs on the plates of a capacitor. 

3)In view of the difference in the orders of the isotropic and anisotropic 
terms, the exact expansion is performed in the parameteryTTc. 

4)Eqs. (3) and (28) coincide for A = 0, to within the Pauli matrix uz, the 
appearance of which in Eq. (28) is due to the choice of the special 
"electron-hole" representation for the density matrix [4]: 

S)This approximation is justified by practical estimates of the orders of 
magnitude of the quantities in both equations. 

6)With such a choice of singularity, in the initial equations (44), (49) and 
(50) all the terms are continuous. To avoid misunderstanding we note 
that the "true" electric potential <p (cf. formulas (l2)) remains contin
uous. In this case, strictly speaking, in the vicinity of the points t:. = ° 
it is necessary to write the electric field in the form (33), in order that 
the singularities 6(x-xo) in opsfilt and t:.~ cancel each other. Owing to 
the multiplication by t:. these singularities in Ps give no contribution in 
the other cases. 
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